
Free practice 1 provided some good wet running and I felt comfortable pushing each lap. Each lap I was cutting o� time in each sector 
and managed to improve my �rst to last lap time by 16 seconds. Much like last time here at Oulton, the track was greasy and I didn’t 
want to risk a crash early on in the weekend and ended the session in 7th. I was hoping for the weekend to be dry but the notorious 
Oulton weather would be playing a part.

Round 11 of the Pirelli National Superstock 600  
championship and it was a 2nd trip of the year to 
Oulton Park in Cheshire.



Qualifying on Saturday 
and I felt con�dent that I could 

put it on pole. The team worked hard 
all weekend and we made some   changes to 

make the front end lighter to help turn into the     
corners. This made such a big di�erence to the handling 

and my �rst �ying lap after a quick pit stop to make further slight 
changes was a 1:40.229, the fastest of anyone all weekend. My �nal 6 

laps were consistent, bettering sectors 1 and 2 but my �rst �ying lap after the 
pit stop was enough to clinch my 4th pole position of the season! 



Around 15 minutes before my race on Sunday 
and the heavens opened. Onto a wet tyre and 
I lined up onto the pole spot. A clear track 
ahead and a good start in the horrible condi-
tions put me 1st into the �rst corner. I knew I 
had to ride with my head, and to the condi-
tions, so I took the �rst few laps steady, trying 
to make as little mistakes as possible, but 
managed to create a gap to P2 (Vickers) at 
around half a second a lap. The gap continued 
to increase to over 4.5 seconds by lap 8 and I 
felt comfortable that I could manage the gap 
behind. I backed o� with a few laps to go, 
careful to not make mistakes and bring the 
bike home. I’m absolutely made up to say I 
crossed the line in 1st place!
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I can’t thank the 
team, my dad, spon-
sors, fans and just 
everyone that sup-
ports me enough, 
because without you 
all this wouldn’t 
happen! We’ve been 
in contention for the 
win for a few rounds 
and I’m so happy we 
�nally managed to 
convert the pole to 
the win! I’m now 3rd 
in the championship, 
and only 7 points o� 
of 2nd. Roll on the 
�nal round at Brands 
Hatch!

The team said: “All 
season he has showed 
consistent race      
winning pace but it 
never quite worked 
out on Sunday for a 
variety of reasons. 
Brads work ethic and 
positive attitude has 
been a credit to him 
and his dad Tim and 
today all the hard 
work and e�ort �nally 
paid o�!”


